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Abstract. We show that groups of subexponential growth can have arbitrarily bad distortion for their imbeddings into Hilbert space.
More generally, consider a metric space X , and assume that it admits a
sequence of ﬁnite groups of bounded-size generating set which does not imbed
coarsely in X . Then, for every unbounded increasing function ρ, we produce
a group of subexponential word growth all of whose imbeddings in X have
distortion worse than ρ.
This implies that Liouville groups may have arbitrarily bad distortion for
their imbeddings into Hilbert space, precluding a converse √
to the result by
Naor and Peres that groups with distortion much better than t are Liouville.

1. Introduction
Let G be a ﬁnitely generated group, and let (X , d) be a metric space. The extent
to which G, with its word metric, may be imbedded in X with not-too-distorted
metric is an asymptotic invariant of G, introduced by Gromov in [10, §7.E]. The
general deﬁnition of distortion is as follows:
Deﬁnition 1.1. Consider a Lipschitz map Φ : (Y, d) → (X , d) between metric
spaces, with Lipschitz norm Φ = supy=y d(Φ(y), Φ(y  ))/d(y, y  ). The distortion 1
of Φ is the function
ρ Φ : R+ → R+ ,

ρΦ (t) =

inf

d(y,y  )≥t

Φ−1 d(Φ(y), Φ(y  )).

It is the largest increasing function ρ : R+ → R+ such that
ρ(d(y, y  )) ≤ Φ−1 d(Φ(y), Φ(y  )) ≤ d(y, y  ) for all y = y  ∈ Y.
If Y has bounded diameter, then ρΦ (t) = +∞ for all t > diam Y. We say that Φ
has distortion better than ρ if ρΦ (t) > ρ(t) for all t ∈ R+ large enough, worse than
ρ if ρΦ (t) < ρ(t) for all t ∈ R+ large enough, and that Φ is a coarse imbedding if its
distortion is unbounded.2
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More generally, if (Yi )i∈I is a family of metric spaces, a coarse imbedding is a
sequence (Φi : Yi → X ) of Lipschitz imbeddings with bounded Lipschitz norm and
inf i∈I ρΦi (t) an unbounded function of t.
Our main result is:
Theorem A (= Theorem 5.2). Let X be a metric space, and let (Gi )i∈N be a
sequence of d-generated ﬁnite groups with ﬁxed generating sets, such that (Gi ), with
their word metric, do not imbed coarsely in X .
Then, for every unbounded increasing function ρ : R+ → R+ , there exists a
ﬁnitely generated group W of subexponential growth such that every imbedding of
W in X has distortion worse than ρ.
Furthermore, the group W contains an inﬁnite subsequence of the Gi ’s.
The heart of the proof is a control of the distortion of the imbedding of Gi in W :
it will depend on G1 , . . . , Gi−1 but not on Gi itself. See §1.1 for a more detailed
sketch.
See §6 for the deﬁnition of B-convex Banach spaces; brieﬂy said, they are spaces
in which (Cn ,  · 1 ) does not imbed almost-isometrically for some n. Hilbert space
is an example of B-convex space. Note that, by scaling, Lipschitz imbeddings into
vector spaces can always be assumed to have norm 1.
Corollary B (= Corollary 6.1). For every unbounded increasing function ρ : R+ →
R+ and for every B-convex Banach space X there exists a ﬁnitely generated group W
of subexponential word growth such that every imbedding of W in X has distortion
worse than ρ.
Furthermore, the group W depends on ρ but only mildly on X : for every unbounded increasing function ρ there exists a group W of subexponential growth,
such that every imbedding of W in a B-convex Banach space X has distortion
worse than cρ for some constant c; and moreover c depends only on the convexity
parameters n,  of X ; see Remark 6.4.
Recall that a ﬁnitely generated group G has subexponential growth if, for every
λ > 1, the number of group elements that are products of at most n generators grows
more slowly than the exponential function λn . A group has locally subexponential
growth if all its ﬁnitely generated subgroups have subexponential growth.
Arzhantseva, Druţu and Sapir construct in [1, Theorem 1.5], for every unbounded
increasing function ρ, a group which imbeds coarsely into Hilbert space, and such
that all of its imbeddings into a uniformly convex Banach space have distortion
worse than ρ. Olshanskii and Osin construct, moreover, amenable groups with the
same property in [18, Corollary 1.4]. Note that these references use a slightly weaker
deﬁnition of “worse” than ours, namely by ‘f  g’ they mean f (x) ≤ ag(bx) + c
for some constants a, b, c.
These examples all have exponential growth. In contrast, the main point of our
construction is to produce such groups having subexponential growth.
A ﬁnitely generated group is Liouville if all bounded harmonic functions on its
Cayley graphs are constant; equivalently, if all simple random walks on it have
trivial Poisson boundary. Groups of subexponential growth are Liouville (via e.g.
the entropy criterion; see [2]). We deduce:
Corollary C. For every unbounded increasing function ρ : R+ → R+ , there exists
a ﬁnitely generated Liouville group all of whose imbeddings of into Hilbert space
have distortion worse than ρ.
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It follows from [17, Theorem 1.1] by Naor and Peres that, if an amenable group
admits an imbedding into Hilbert space with distortion better than t1/2+ for some
 > 0, then it is Liouville. Corollary C shows therefore that no converse of their
result exists.
Note that groups of subexponential growth are amenable, and Bekka, Cherix
and Valette show in [6] that amenable groups imbed coarsely into Hilbert space. In
fact, their imbeddings can be shown to have distortion better than an unbounded
function which depends only on the Følner function. Tessera [19, Theorem 10] gives
such formulæ in terms of the isoperimetric proﬁle inside balls.
For example, consider the Grigorchuk groups Gω of intermediate growth, introduced in [9]. They admit “self-similar random walks” μω in the sense of [5, §6]
and [12], with asymptotic entropy H(μnω )  n1/2 by [5, Corollary 6.3]; so their probability of return satisﬁes μnω (1)  exp(−n1/2 ) using the general estimate μn (1) ≥
exp(−2H(μn )), their Følner function satisﬁes F (n)  exp(n2 ) using Nash inequalities (see [20, Corollary 14.5(b)], and therefore they admit imbeddings into Hilbert
space of distortion better than t1/2− for every  > 0, by a result of Gournay [8].
On the other hand, groups of subexponential growth can have arbitrarily large
Følner function [7]. Our result can therefore be seen as a strengthening of this fact.
1.1. Sketch of the proof. We showed in [4] that, for every countable group B all
of whose ﬁnitely generated subgroups have subexponential growth, there exists a
ﬁnitely generated group W of subexponential growth in which B imbeds. The goal
of this paper is to construct such imbeddings with a good control of the restriction
of the word metric of W to B. More precisely, let us consider for B the restricted
direct product of ﬁnite d-generated groups Hi , and scale the word metrics on the
groups Hi in such a manner that the resulting 1 metric on B has subexponential
growth. We may then ensure that the metric on B is bi-Lipschitz equivalent to the
restriction of the word metric from W .
The group W will be a subgroup of the unrestricted permutational wreath product of W with a group of intermediate growth such as the ﬁrst Grigorchuk group.
In more detail, our argument proceeds in three steps: ﬁrst, given a sequence of
ﬁnite groups G1 , G2 , . . . with bounded number of generators, we imbed each Gi
as the derived subgroup of a ﬁnite group Hi with one more generator, in such a
manner that the metric on Gi is at universally bounded distance from a particular
metric on [Hi , Hi ], the perfect metric. See §2.
We then show in §4 that an arbitrary subset of the Hi ’s imbeds in a ﬁnitely generated group W of subexponential growth with controlled distortion; more precisely,
the distortion constants of an imbedded Hi in W depends only on the previous
Hj ’s, but not on Hi .
Finally, in §5 we assume that the Hi do not imbed coarsely in a metric space
X . Given any unbounded increasing function ρ, we select the subset of Hi ’s appropriately so that the distortion of W in X is worse than ρ on arbitrarily large
subintervals. We construct two such groups W, W  such that the intervals on which
their respective distortions are worse than ρ overlap. The desired group with distortion worse than ρ is the direct product W × W  .
The idea of using ﬁnite groups Hi whose Cayley graphs are expanders was already
used by Arzhantseva, Druţu and Sapir [1]; that of of using a restricted direct product
of the Hi ’s was used by Olshanskii and Osin [18].
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To prove the corollary in §6, we choose for the Gi , or even directly for the Hi , a
family of superexpanders such as those constructed by Laﬀorgue in [15].
2. Imbedding a group in a derived subgroup
Let G = S be a group with ﬁxed generating set S. We denote by  · S the
word norm on G, or  · G if the generating set is clear. Let us now deﬁne another
norm on [G, G]. For this, let us say that a word w in the free group FS is balanced
if it belongs to [FS , FS ]; namely, if it contains as many s’s as s−1 ’s for every letter
s ∈ S. The perfect norm on [G, G] is
gperfect = min{wS : w ∈ FS is a balanced word representing g}.
We denote by dS (x, y) = dG (x, y) = xy −1 S and dperfect (x, y) = xy −1 perfect the
corresponding distances.
Proposition 2.1. Let G = S be a ﬁnite group with ﬁxed generating set of cardinality d. Then there exists a ﬁnite group H = T with generating set of cardinality
d + 1 and an imbedding ι : G → [H, H] such that
2gG ≤ ι(g)perfect ≤ 4gG for all g ∈ G.
Proof. Let m denote the cardinality of G, and let x denote a generator of Z. Since
G ∗ Z is residually ﬁnite, there exists a ﬁnite quotient Q = S ∪ {x} of G ∗ Z such
that the balls of radius m in G ∗ Z and in Q coincide.
In the standard wreath product Q  C2m , consider the following elements: for
every s ∈ S, the function ts : C2m → Q with values (1, s, s2 , . . . , sm−1 , 1, sx , s2x , . . . ,
s(m−1)x ); and the generator r of C2m . Set
T = {ts : s ∈ S} ∪ {r} and

H = T ≤ Q  C2m .

Deﬁne ι : G → Q  C2m by
ι(g) : C2m → Q taking values (g, . . . , g, g x , . . . , g x ).
Note ﬁrst that, for s ∈ S, we have ι(s) = [ts , r]. This immediately implies
ι(G) ≤ [H, H] and gives the inequality ι(g)perfect ≤ 4gG for all g ∈ G.
Note then that if a word of length ≤ m/2 in T is not of the form
q0 r −1 q1 r · · · q2n−2 r −1 q2n−1 rq2n with all qi ∈ ts : s ∈ S , then it cannot belong to
the image of ι. On the other hand, if it is of that form, then write it as f : C2m → Q,
and note that f (1) depends only on q1 , . . . , q2n−1 and has length at most the sum

of their lengths. This gives the other inequality 2gG ≤ ι(g)perfect .
3. Permutational wreath products
We recall brieﬂy some notions introduced in [4, §4]. Let G = S be a ﬁnitely
generated group acting transitively on the right on a set X. We consider X as the
vertex set of a graph still denoted X, with for all x ∈ X, s ∈ S an edge labelled s
from x to xs. We denote by d the path metric on this graph.
For an arbitrary group H, we denote by H X G the permutational wreath product,
deﬁned as
H X G = {f : X → H ﬁnitely supported}  G;
the right action of g ∈ G on a function f : X → H is f g : x → f (xg −1 ), and
coincides with conjugation g −1 f g in H X G.
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Deﬁnition 3.1. A sequence (x0 , x1 , . . . ) in X is spreading if for all R there exists
N such that if i, j ≥ N and i = j, then d(xi , xj ) ≥ R.
Deﬁnition 3.2. A sequence (xi ) in X locally stabilises if for all R there exists N
such that if i, j ≥ N , then the S-labelled radius-R balls centered at xi and xj in X
are equal.
The following deﬁnition adapts to the context of group actions the notion of a
parallelogram-free sequence that was introduced in [18] for regular actions (see [4, §4]
for more details):
Deﬁnition 3.3. A sequence of points (xi ) in X is rectiﬁable if for all i, j there
/ {i, }.
exists g ∈ G with xi g = xj and xk g = x for all k ∈
There exist examples of the following: a group G of subexponential growth, an
action of G on X, a spreading, locally stabilising, rectiﬁable sequence (xi ) in X,
with the additional property that, for every group H of subexponential growth, the
restricted wreath product H X G also has subexponential growth.
A concrete such example is described in [4, Lemma 4.11] and [3]; let us recall it
brieﬂy. Let G = G012 = a, b, c, d denote the ﬁrst Grigorchuk group. It acts on the
set of inﬁnite sequences {0, 1}∞ over a two-letter alphabet, which is naturally the
boundary of a binary rooted tree. Denote by X = 1∞ G012 the orbit of the rightmost
ray in that tree. Then the sequence (xi ) deﬁned by xi = 0i 1∞ is spreading, locally
stabilising and rectiﬁable, and by [4, Lemma 5.2] the wreath product H X G has
intermediate growth as soon as H has subexponential growth.
4. Imbedding a sequence of groups in a group
of subexponential growth
We assume that the following data have been ﬁxed: a group G, a G-set X, and
an inﬁnite spreading, locally stabilising and rectiﬁable sequence (xi ) in X. We
assume that, for every ﬁnitely generated group H of subexponential growth, the
restricted wreath product H X G has subexponential growth.3 See the previous
section for such an example.
Let B be a group, let b̄ = (b1 , b2 , . . . ) be a sequence in B, and let n̄ = (0 ≤
n(1) < n(2) < . . . ) be an increasing integer sequence. Assume that b̄ and n̄ have
the same length, ﬁnite or inﬁnite. Consider the function f : X → B deﬁned by
f (xn(1) ) = b1 ,

f (xn(2) ) = b2 ,

...,

f (x) = 1 for other x,

and denote by Wb̄,n̄ the subgroup G, f of the unrestricted wreath product B X G.
Lemma 4.1 ([4, Lemma 6.1]). Let b̄ = (b1 , b2 , . . . ) be a sequence in B that generates
B. Then, for all choices of n̄, the group Wb̄,n̄ contains [B, B] as a subgroup.

We now apply this construction to the special case of B a restricted direct
product of ﬁnite groups. The heart of the argument is the following variant
of [4, Corollary 6.3]. Recall that a map Φ : (Y, d) → (X , d) is (K, L)-bi-Lipschitz if
Kd(y, y  ) ≤ d(Φ(y), Φ(y  )) ≤ Ld(y, y  ) for all y, y  ∈ Y.
Proposition 4.2. Let (Hi )i∈N be a sequence of d-generated ﬁnite groups, with ﬁxed
generating sets.
3 This

is called the “subexponential wreathing property” in [4].
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Then there exists a family of groups (WS )S⊂N indexed by subsets S of N, each
of subexponential growth, with the following property: for all s ∈ S, there is an
imbedding Ψs : [Hs , Hs ] → WS that is (K, L)-bi-Lipschitz with respect to the perfect
metric on [Hs , Hs ] and the word metric on WS , and such that the constants K, L
depend only on {i ∈ S : i < s}.
If S = {s(1), s(2), . . . }, then the sequence (W{s(1),...,s(i)} )i∈N converges to WS in
the space of marked groups (also known as the Cayley and Chabauty-Grigorchuk
topology).
Furthermore, each WS will be of the form Wb̄,n̄ , with n̄ ﬁnite whenever S is ﬁnite.
Writing W{s(1),...,s(i)} = G, fi , the functions fi and fi+1 agree on the support of
fi , so WS may be constructed iteratively given an oracle that determines s(i + 1)
in terms of W{s(1),...,s(i)} .
Proof. Up to replacing (Hi )i∈N by (Hi )i∈S , we lighten notation and suppose S = N
or a preﬁx {1, 2, . . . , n} thereof. We also ﬁx a ﬁnite generating set U for G.
Let us write Ti = {ti,1 , . . . , ti,d } the generating set of Hi . We consider the
 
restricted direct product B = i≥1 Hi . It is a countable, locally ﬁnite group,
generated by {t1,1 , . . . , t1,d , t2,1 , . . . } = {b1 , b2 , . . . } =: b̄. By [4, Corollary 6.3], a
sequence n̄ = (n(1), n(2), . . . ) may be chosen in such a manner that the corresponding group Wb̄,n̄ has subexponential growth; and, furthermore, the term n(i)
depends only on b1 , . . . , bi−1 , n(1), . . . , n(i − 1). We deﬁne WS as Wb̄,n̄ , and denote
by U ∪ {f } the generating set of WS .
Let us now turn to the imbedding of [Hi , Hi ] in WS and its bi-Lipschitz constants.
Consider [Hi , Hi ] as a subgroup of WS , imbedded as the functions X → Hi ⊂
B supported only at xn(di) . This is an imbedding by Lemma 4.1. Denote by
Ψi : [Hi , Hi ] → WS this imbedding.
Assume that n(1), . . . n(di) have already been chosen; and note that their choice
relies only on H1 , . . . , Hi−1 . Recall also that f (xn(di−d+j) ) = ti,j in the construction
of WS . We now show that there exist constants K, L independent of Hi such that
the imbedding Ψi : [Hi , Hi ] → WS is (K, L)-bi-Lipschitz. In other words, by scaling
the metric on [Hi , Hi ] by a factor of L, we obtain that the distortion of [Hi , Hi ] in
WS is at worst ρ(t) = tK/L.
Let gi,1 , . . . , gi,d ∈ G be such that xn(di−d+j) gi,j = xn(di) and the only xk
−1
−1
mapped to another x under gi,j  gi,j
are xn(di−d+j  ) gi,j  gi,j
= xn(di−d+j) ; such
elements exist because (xi ) is rectiﬁable. This condition ensures that the functions
f gi,1 , . . . , f gi,d have disjoint support except at xn(di) or where they take identical
values. Let L be an upper bound for the lengths over U of all gi,1 , . . . , gi,d , and
note that L depends only on n(1), . . . , n(i − 1).
Here is an explicit way of computing the imbedding Ψi : [Hi , Hi ] → WS : for
h ∈ [Hi , Hi ], write it as a minimal-length balanced word in Ti , and in it replace
each letter ti,j by f gi,j to obtain a word representing Ψi (h).
On the one hand, Ψi (h)WS ≤ (2L + 1)hperfect because each letter ti,j ∈ Ti
gets mapped to a word over U ∪ {f } of length 2gi,j U + 1 ≤ 2L + 1; on the other
hand, Ψi (h)WS ≥ hperfect , because at most one element of Ti is contributed by
each generator of WS . We may therefore take as bi-Lipschitz constants (K, L) =
(1, 2L + 1).
Since the sequence (xi ) is spreading and locally stabilising, the balls in the groups

W{s(1),...,s(i)} stabilise as i → ∞.
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Corollary 4.3. Let (Gi )i∈N be a sequence of d-generated ﬁnite groups.
Then there exists a family of groups (WS )S⊂N indexed by subsets S of N, each of
subexponential growth, with the following property: for all s ∈ S, there is an imbedding Ψs : Gs → WS that is (K, L)-bi-Lipschitz with respect to the word metrics, and
such that the constants K, L depend only on {i ∈ S : i < s}.
Proof. Using Proposition 2.1, imbed each Gi in [Hi , Hi ] for a (d + 1)-generated
group Hi in such a manner that the inclusion map ιi : (Gi , dGi ) → (Hi , dperfect ) is
(2, 4)-bi-Lipschitz. Apply then Proposition 4.2 to the family (Hi )i∈N .

5. Imbeddings into metric spaces
Let X be a metric space. Given a sequence of metric spaces such as ((Gi , dGi ))i∈N ,
we say that it imbeds coarsely in X if there exists an unbounded increasing function ρ and a sequence of Lipschitz imbeddings (Φi : Gi → X ), each with distortion
better than ρ. We are interested in the opposite property:
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let X be a metric space. A sequence of metric spaces ((Gi ,dGi ))i∈N
does not imbed coarsely in X if the following holds: there exists a constant M such
that, if (Φi : Gi → X ) is a sequence of L-Lipschitz imbeddings, then, for all t ∈ R,
there are i ∈ N and y, y  ∈ Gi with d(y, y  ) ≥ t and d(Φi (y), Φi (y  )) ≤ LM .
Theorem 5.2. Let (Gi )i∈N be a sequence of d-generated ﬁnite groups. Assume
furthermore that (Gi ) does not imbed coarsely in a metric space X . Let ρ be any
unbounded increasing function R+ → R+ . Then there exists a ﬁnitely generated
group W of subexponential growth such that every imbedding of W in X has distortion worse than ρ.
Proof. Using Proposition 2.1, imbed each Gi in [Hi , Hi ] for a group Hi in such
a manner that the inclusion map (Gi , dGi ) → (Hi , dperfect ) is bi-Lipschitz. We
identify Gi with its image in Hi . Let (WS )S⊂N be the family of groups given by
Proposition 4.2 applied to (Hi )i∈N .
The group W will be of the form W = WS × WS  , for sequences S = {s(1), s(3),
s(5), . . . } and S  = {s(2), s(4), . . . } that we construct iteratively as follows. Assume
that s(1), . . . , s(i − 1) have been constructed; we shall now determine s := s(i) and
s := s(i + 1). Let Ki , Li , Ki+1 , Li+1 be the constants such that the imbedding of
Gs into WS or WS  is (Ki , Li )-bi-Lipschitz and the imbedding of Gs into WS  or
WS is (Ki+1 , Li+1 )-bi-Lipschitz.
Since the groups Gj do not imbed coarsely in X , there exists a constant M such
that, if (Φj : Gj → X ) is a sequence of L-Lipschitz imbeddings, then, for all t ∈ R,
there are j ∈ N and y, y  ∈ Gj with d(y, y  ) ≥ t and d(Φj (y), Φj (y  )) ≤ LM .
We now make use of the unbounded function ρ. Let ti ∈ R be large enough
so that ρ(ti ) > Li+1 M . We choose s large enough so that there exist y, y  ∈ Gs
with d(y, y  ) ≥ ti /Ki and d(Φs (x), Φs (y)) ≤ LM in any L-Lipschitz imbedding Φs
of Gs into X . Without loss of generality, the sequences (ti ) and (s(i)) are strictly
increasing. This determines s = s(i), and ﬁnishes the inductive construction of S
and S  .
Let Φ : W → X be an L-Lipschitz imbedding, and let us prove that Φ has
distortion worse than ρ. By precomposing Φ with the imbedding Ψs of Gs in WS
or WS  , we get for every s = s(i) ∈ S ∪ S  an Li L-imbedding Φs = Φ ◦ Ψs of Gs
into X .
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Consider t ∈ R+ , and suppose without loss of generality t ≥ t1 . Let i be such
that ti−1 ≤ t < ti . Set s = s(i). Since the imbedding Φs is Li L-Lipschitz, there are
y, y  ∈ Gs with d(y, y  ) ≥ ti /Ki and d(Φs (y), Φs (y  )) ≤ Li LM . On the other hand,
Ψs is (Ki , Li )-bi-Lipschitz so d(Ψs (y), Ψs (y  )) ≥ ti . This proves that the distortion
ρΦ of Φ satisﬁes
ρΦ (t) ≤ ρΦ (ti ) ≤ Φ−1 Li LM = Li M < ρ(ti−1 ) ≤ ρ(t),
so the distortion of Φ is worse than ρ.



We note from the proof that the distortion of a single copy WS is worse than ρ
along an unbounded sequence.
6. Applications
We now consider some metric spaces X to which Theorem 5.2 applies. For
example, let X be Hilbert space. Take for (Hi ) a sequence of expanders; recall that
there exist residually ﬁnite groups with Kazhdan’s property (T) such as SL3 (Z),
see [13], and that any family of ﬁnite quotients of a group with property (T) forms
a family of expander graphs, as shown by Margulis [16]. It is well known that
expanders do not imbed coarsely into Hilbert space; see e.g. [11, page 158].
Here is a more general class of spaces X . We recall the following deﬁnition
from [15]. A Banach space X is called of type > 1, or B-convex, if there are n ∈ N
and  > 0 such that no Lipschitz imbedding (Cn ,  · 1 ) → X with distortion better
than t →√t/(1 + ) exists. For example, Hilbert space is B-convex with n = 2 and
any  > 2 − 1.
Corollary 6.1. Let X be a B-convex Banach space, and let ρ be an unbounded
increasing function R+ → R+ . Then there exists a ﬁnitely generated group W of
subexponential growth such that every imbedding of W in X has distortion worse
than ρ.
In particular, let ρ be any unbounded increasing function R+ → R+ . Then
there exists a ﬁnitely generated group W of subexponential growth such that every
imbedding of W into Hilbert space has distortion worse than ρ.
The proof uses the following construction of “superexpanders”:
Proposition 6.2 (Laﬀorgue, [15, Corollaire 0.5]). There exists a sequence (Qi )i∈N
of ﬁnite quotients of a ﬁnitely generated group H such that the sequence of quotient
Cayley graphs does not imbed coarsely into a B-convex Banach space.
Proof. What Laﬀorgue shows, actually, is that there exists a constant C such that,
for every i ∈ N and every 1-Lipschitz map Φ : Qi → X with 0 mean, one has
Ex∈Qi Φ(x)2 ≤ C. A classical argument (see, e.g., [14, page 600]) implies√that
there are two points x, y ∈ Qi with d(x, y) ≥ c log(#Qi ) and d(Φ(x), Φ(y)) ≤ 2C,
for a constant c depending only on the number of generators of H.

Proof of Corollary 6.1. Consider the sequence of superexpanders (Qi )i∈N given by
Proposition 6.2. Using Proposition 2.1, imbed them as derived subgroups in ﬁnite

groups Hi . Apply then Theorem 5.2.
Remark 6.3. The construction of the groups Hi in the proof of Corollary 6.1 is
explicit. Indeed, Laﬀorgue gives an explicit construction of the groups Qi in Proposition 6.2. Consider a prime power q, the group H = SL3 (Fq [t]), and its images Qi
in SL3 (Fq [t]/(ti )).
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Since Fq [t] is a Euclidean domain, H is generated by elementary matrices. Furthermore, the classical identities Xi,j (P + Q) = Xi,j (P )Xi,j (Q) and Xi,j (P Q) =
[Xi,k (P ), Xk,j (Q)] between elementary matrices, when {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}, imply
that H is generated by A = SL3 (Fq ) and B = X1,2 (t) . Since A is perfect and
B A = {1 + tM : M ∈ M3×3 (Fq ) and tr(M ) = 0} admits no non-trivial A-invariant
functional, H is also perfect.
We ﬁx as generating set T = A ∪ B, and denote by Ti its natural image in Qi .
Then the groups Qi are perfect, all generated by the same number of elements, and
the identity map (Qi , dperfect ) → (Qi , dQi ) is (J −1 , 1)-bi-Lipschitz for a constant
J ≥ 1 independent of i: indeed, represent each t ∈ T as a balanced word, and let J
be the maximal length of these balanced words. Then
gTi ≤ gperfect ≤ JgT ≤ JgTi for all g ∈ [Qi , Qi ].
We may therefore take Hi = Qi .
Remark 6.4. The construction of W in Corollary 6.1 can be made independent of
the choice of space X : ﬁx n ∈ N and  > 0; then for every unbounded increasing
function R+ → R+ there exists a group W of subexponential growth with the
following property: if X is any B-convex Banach space not (1 + )-isometrically
containing 1 (Cn ), then every imbedding of W in X has distortion worse than ρ.
This follows formally from Corollary 6.1 because an 2 -sum of such Banach spaces
is again of the same form.
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